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Avoiding the Perils and Pitfalls
of International Adoption:
for Agencies & Adoptive Families
International Adoptions: The Big Picture and Preliminary Pitfalls
The Process to Designate a Child an Orphan
Overview of what goes wrong (and when) in the orphan process

Focusing on the Orphan Definition
Reviewing the orphan definitions

Best practices for agencies and families
What to do, what not to do, what to check and who to check out.

International Adoptions: The Big Picture
How do foreign-born children enter the U.S. as children of U.S.
Citizens and how do they get legal status in the U.S.?
•!

Family Petitions: INA § 101(b)(1)(E). These children enter as
immediate relatives if finally and fully adopted and the parent
has satisfied two years of legal and physical custody.
Orphan Visas: INA § 101(b)(1)(F). These children qualify as
“orphans” based on one of seven grounds in the law.

•!

Intercountry Adoption Act: INA § 101(b)(1)(G). These adoption
provisions apply only to adoptions between nationals of
countries that have ratified the Hague Convention on the
Protection of Children & Cooperation in Respect to
Intercountry Adoptions (Article 33).
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Preliminary Pitfalls
How to start out on the right foot
Research your agency, get references, know years of
work particularly in country where you seek to adopt;
•! Check accreditation status (Council on Accreditation);
ascertain that all considerations under the Uniform
Accreditation Act (UAA) are met.
•!

•!

•!

•!

Affects independent adoptions; requires accreditation for
adoption service providers.
http://adoption.state.gov/adoption_process/faqs/
uaa_2012.php

Inquire whether agency requires that families use
“captive attorney”; see infra for tips with in-country
attorneys.

Preliminary Pitfalls
How to start out on the right foot
Ask persistent, detailed questions about the orphanage(s)
with whom the agency works in-country.
•! Questions to ask about the orphanage:
•!

•!
•!

•!

•!

How do children (generally) end up in the orphanage?
What type of background investigations do they do on the
children’s parentage/history and when? Does the agency pay to
have social worker (in-country) to do background investigations?
Is the orphanage “authorized” as an orphanage under the child
welfare laws of the country where it’s located? (and what are the
licensure requirements because it varies country to country);
What documentation typically accompanies or is procured for the
child (birth certificate, review by social worker, care order, etc.) by
the agency/orphanage? How does the agency determine which
children are available for adoption? (presumably qualify as
orphans).

Preliminary Pitfalls
Avoiding starting out on the wrong foot
•!

Things to know before accepting a referral of a specific
child:
•!
•!
•!
•!

•!

•!

•!
•!

Whether you’re going to be approved for I-600A.
Does the child have living parents?
Does the child have siblings?
Is there a way to support this child within it’s family so that the
child can remain with the family?
If parents are “missing” or “unknown” and whether anyone
has advertised in-country?
Know exactly what documentation was acquired (official or
biographical) when child entered the orphanage.
What do all these facts mean for the definition of “orphan”?
Don’t be afraid to ask questions, seek answers.

Preparing for Court & In-Country Visit
Best practices regarding the in-country process.
Before you travel, know the expiration date of your
fingerprints (15 months after they are taken the first time).
One time free extension of I-600A approval (Form I-171H).
•! Research your in-country attorney by references, list-serves,
etc.
•! Review all documents for accuracy before your in-country
attorney submits them to in-country court.
•! Inquire about any discrepancies in facts and actively
participate in resolution of those issues; involve agency in
solutions.
•! Agencies need to assure that orphanage/attorney is
following the appropriate in-country procedures including
care orders, filings, licensure, etc.
•!

Preparing for Court & In-Country Visit
Best practices regarding the in-country process.
Once in country, keep your eyes and ears open for any
discrepancies involving child’s background or living
situation.
•! DO NOT meet the birth parents until the day of court
unless incidental to preparation for court.
•! After court, visit the child’s birth family, gather family
history and photos of children if available and other
items to provide cultural knowledge for the child.
•!

I-600/Visa Interviews
A ounce of prevention to prevent a pound of cure.
•!

•!

•!

•!

Important to understand how the U.S. defines an “orphan” from
the beginning of process (months earlier than this step) under U.S.
law in order to be sure that the child will ultimately be approved by
USCIS. **This is the step where most families discover what they
didn’t know.
Process: Filing of the I-600 occurs after in-country court hearing;
Embassy typically schedules one or two appointments for I-604
investigation; final visa appointment.
I-604 investigation: Be prepared to produce birth parent(s),
sometimes other family members, orphanage personnel.
Check packet to be submitted to Embassy (I-600) and assure that
no omissions, no extraneous documents that are not required;
make copies.

I-600/Visa Interviews
Practical advice for managing issues during visa interview.
Know exactly what evidence is required.
•! Answer questions directly, without elaboration.
•! Don’t emphasize your faith; be aware of cultural stigmas
about international adoption and religion.
•! Prepare orphanage workers, biological parents for content
of the interview to avoid cultural misunderstandings, remind
them not to be intimidated and to avoid signing statements
that they cannot read, understand.
•! If Embassy employee says visa cannot be issued, insist on
knowing the reasons in as much detail as possible prior to
leaving. Record everything while its still fresh in your mind.
•! Make record of everything asked of anyone during interview,
right after the interview, and perhaps procure statements.
•!

The Orphan Grounds
As defined by INA § 101(b)(1)(F)
•!

a child, under the age of sixteen at the time a petition is filed … who is an
orphan because of the death or disappearance of, abandonment or
desertion by, or separation or loss from, both parents, or for whom the sole
or surviving parent is incapable of providing the proper care and has in
writing irrevocably released the child for emigration and adoption; who has
been adopted …

•!

“These two sets of criteria are distinct and separate, and only one set of
requirements must be met for the child to be considered an orphan. For
example, a child whose sole parent is unable to provide proper care does
not have to have been abandoned by both parents in order to qualify as an
orphan. Similarly, if one of the child's parents has died and local courts have
legally separated the child from the remaining parent, there is no need
under U.S. immigration law for the separated parent to irrevocably release
the child for emigration and adoption.” –Foreign Affairs Manual

The Orphan Grounds
Abandonment (Definition) 8 C.F.R. § 204.3
•!

Abandonment … means that the parents have willfully forsaken all parental rights,
obligations, and claims to the child, as well as all control over and possession of the
child, without intending to transfer, or without transferring, these rights to any specific
person(s). Abandonment must include not only the intention to surrender all parental
rights, obligations, and claims to the child, and control over and possession of the
child, but also the actual act of surrendering such rights, obligations, claims, control,
and possession. A relinquishment or release by the parents to the prospective
adoptive parents or for a specific adoption does not constitute abandonment.
Similarly, the relinquishment or release of the child by the parents to a third party for
custodial care in anticipation of, or preparation for, adoption does not constitute
abandonment unless the third party (such as a governmental agency, a court of
competent jurisdiction, an adoption agency, or an orphanage) is authorized under the
child welfare laws of the foreign-sending country to act in such a capacity. A child who
is placed temporarily in an orphanage shall not be considered to be abandoned if the
parents express an intention to retrieve the child, are contributing or attempting to
contribute to the support of the child, or otherwise exhibit ongoing parental interest in
the child. A child who has been given unconditionally to an orphanage shall be
considered to be abandoned.

The Orphan Grounds
Common Issues with Abandonment
•!

•!

•!

•!

•!

Mission field inquiries: ask whether biological family is willing to have
child adopted; biological family must be willing to relinquish to any
family; inquiry should be anonymous.
Affidavits for court: cannot reference specific adoption, ongoing
parental interest/support by birth parents (cultural issue for in-country
court), or support from adoptive parents to family or children.
Parental visits to child: be sure you know what is in the visitation logs,
whether parent has visited child and when, get copies of logs if
maintained.
Unconditional release by parent to orphanage: no strings attached (not
for education only, no expectation of seeing child again).
*CAVEAT* If you find that parents have continued to show parental
interest, consider different referral and offering support to keep family
whole (poverty adoptions).

The Orphan Grounds
Desertion (Definition) 8 C.F.R. § 204.3 & Issues
•!

•!

•!

•!

Desertion by both parents means that the parents have willfully forsaken
their child and have refused to carry out their parental rights and
obligations and that, as a result, the child has become a ward of a
competent authority in accordance with the laws of the foreign-sending
country.
Competent authority means a court or governmental agency of a foreignsending country having jurisdiction and authority to make decisions in
matters of child welfare, including adoption
“Ward” is undefined in Code; presumably, common definition, proven in light
of in-country authority.
Proving desertion: necessary to understand the “chain of custody” of child;
why and how did they come into care? Were they found? Placed in custody
of orphanage by police, social welfare? Parents placed them and refused to
take them back (example: child with special needs, children associated with
cultural stigmas, poverty placements where parents refuse care).

The Orphan Grounds
Disappearance (Definition) 8 C.F.R. § 204.3
Loss (Definition) 8 C.F.R. § 204.3
•!

•!

•!

Disappearance … means that both parents have unaccountably or inexplicably
passed out of the child's life, their whereabouts are unknown, there is no
reasonable hope of their reappearance, and there has been a reasonable
effort to locate them as determined by a competent authority in accordance
with the laws of the foreign-sending country.
Loss from both parents means the involuntary severance or detachment of the
child from the parents in a permanent manner such as that caused by a
natural disaster, civil unrest, or other calamitous event beyond the control of
the parents, as verified by a competent authority in accordance with the laws of
the foreign sending country.
Competent authority means a court or governmental agency of a foreignsending country having jurisdiction and authority to make decisions in matters
of child welfare, including adoption.

The Orphan Grounds
Common Issues with Disappearance/Loss
•!

Reasonable effort to locate: advertising (radio/foreign language
paper/relevant jurisdictions); private investigation; procuring
affidavits relating to attempts to find parent; police reports.

•!

As determined/as verified by competent authority: police, court,
some official governmental capacity (social worker, child welfare
officer).

•!

Timing of reasonable efforts is critical: should be done
contemporaneous with child’s placement at orphanage if possible;
but can be done later as well.

The Orphan Grounds
Separation (Definition) 8 C.F.R. § 204.3
•!

Separation from both parents means the involuntary severance of
the child from his or her parents by action of a competent authority
for good cause and in accordance with the laws of the foreignsending country. The parents must have been properly notified and
granted the opportunity to contest such action. The termination of
all parental rights and obligations must be permanent and
unconditional.

•!

Competent authority means a court or governmental agency of a
foreign-sending country having jurisdiction and authority to make
decisions in matters of child welfare, including adoption.

The Orphan Grounds
Common Issues with Separation
Normally, in most countries, no formal parental
termination process; occurs in adoption/guardianship
process. This means that “competent authority” is often
the in-country court.
•! Parent(s) not being present in court: creates problem of
notice & opportunity to contest.
•! Termination must be permanent and not conditional:
parents can’t have the ability to disturb guardianship/
adoption at later point.
•!

The Orphan Grounds
Sole Parent (Definition) 8 C.F.R. § 204.3
Sole parent means the mother when it is established that the
child is illegitimate and has not acquired a parent within the
meaning of section 101(b)(2) of the Act. An illegitimate child
shall be considered to have a sole parent if his or her father
has severed all parental ties, rights, duties, and obligations to
the child, or if his or her father has, in writing, irrevocably
released the child for emigration and adoption. This definition
is not applicable to children born in countries which make no
distinction between a child born in or out of wedlock, since all
such children are considered to be legitimate. In all cases, a
sole parent must be incapable of providing proper care as that
term is defined in this section.
•! Incapable of providing proper care means that a sole or
surviving parent is unable to provide for the child's basic
needs, consistent with the local standards of the foreign
sending country.
•!

The Orphan Grounds
Common Issues with “Sole Parent” Definition
Sole parent basic rules & common errors:
•! Can be two living parents and still have a sole parent.
•! Problems that arise: legitimacy, legal custody, paternity
presumptions.
•! Must prove incapable of providing proper care (according
to in-country standards).
•! Unlike the other six grounds, a sole parent can directly
relinquish the child or directly place the child with
specific adoptive parents; direct placement doesn’t
defeat sole parent basis for orphan status.
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Request for Evidence (RFE): response due in 98 days including
mailing; advance to either approval or NOID or Denial. These are
cases in which “not all of the required initial evidence has been
submitted or the officer determines that the totality of the evidence
submitted does not meet the applicable standard of proof, the officer
should issue an RFE unless he or she determines there is no
possibility that additional evidence available to the individual might
cure the deficiency.
Notice of Intent to Deny (NOID): response due in 33 days including
mailing; advance to denial or approval. The issuance of a NOID is
required as described under AFM Chapter 10.5(a)(3). A NOID is not
required before denying I-600; but is required when derogatory
information is uncovered in course of the adjudication that is not
known to the individual, according to 8 CFR 103.2(b)(16).
Notice of Intent to Revoke (NOIR): response deadline set by National
Benefits Center; DOS (Embassy) uncovers some unfavorable
evidence calling into question USCIS’ approval.
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Viability of Alternatives for “Stuck” Cases
Practical advice for cases that encounter problems.
Humanitarian Parole: must be extreme emergency,
usually medical, cannot be used to circumvent orphan
definition.
•! Private Relief Bill: requires act of Congress, takes more
than two years, extremely difficult to acquire.
•! INA § 101(b)(1)(E)—Legal and physical custody for two
years; must have full adoption, not just guardianship.
•!

After Return to the U.S.
Practical advice once in the U.S. with the child.
•!

•!
•!

•!

Complete all paperwork required to obtain your child’s U.S.
citizenship.
Get a Social Security number.
Make several copies of all original adoption documents and store
the originals in a fireproof/flood proof safe. Give backup copies to
other family members. Make sure adoptee knows where documents
are stored.
Make sure you have a solid support group of family, friends and
church to walk with you during your adoption journey which doesn’t
end once your child comes home.

After Return to the U.S.
Practical advice once in the U.S. with the child.
•!

•!

•!

•!

Be sure to follow up on all required reports to your agency and/or
country required reports. This is important for the families coming
behind you.
Read and attend conferences on adoption and connecting with your
new son or daughter. Learn about the issue that adoptees face that
biological children do not face in the same way: identity, selfesteem, belonging, heritage, culture, etc.
Keep child connected to country of birth through cultural knowledge
and opportunities.
Children who come from hard places have issues unique to their
situation. Get professional help when an issue arises.
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